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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the existence, uniqueness, 
regularity, and continuous dependence upon data of solutions f the 
abstract in egro-differential equation 
d/dt y@(t)-x)+{‘k(t-s)@(S)-x)ds 
( 0 ) 
+ 44t)) 3 G(u)(t), (1.1) 
tER+ = [O, co), u(O)=x, 
in a real Banach space X. Here y is a nonnegative constant, k is a real, 
locally integrable, nonnegative, and nonincreasing fu ction on [w+, A is an 
m-accretive, possibly multivalued, operator in 1, x E cl(D(A)), andthe per- 
turbation term G is a mapping from L,‘,,( Iw +;X) or C( [w +; 3’) into 
L:,,(lF! +; X) that satisfies a Lipschitz condition (see, .g., [S] for esults on 
accretive op rators andspaces offunctions taking values inX). It will be 
shown how one can establish theexistence of a generalized (or weak) 
solution of(1.1) and conditions will be given that guarantee that his 
generalized solution satisfies (1.1) ina strong sense. The continuous depen- 
dence of this solution on the given data will also be studied. 
In the case k= 0, y > 0, and G(u)(t) =f(t) E L,‘,,(R+; X),the xistence of 
a weak solution has been established by Crandall and Liggett, see[ 111. 
Their method relies on approximating (1.1) bymeans of an implicit f nite 
difference scheme. Inthis paper the basic idea is to approximate th
operator Lu = du/dt by its Yosida pproximation. This approach provides 
a new method which carries over to the more general equation ( 1.1) when 
k f 0 and which also contains as aparticular casethe situation considered 
by Crandall and Nohel in [ 121. We explain this ituation n more detail 
below. As a result i is possible to give aunified and essentially self-con- 
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tained treatment of existence andcontinuous dependence for various types 
of nonlinear integral, integro-differential, and differential equ tions that 
can be brought into the form (1.1). 
We remark that the case y = 0, 0 < k(O+ ) < co is essentially 
straightforward since itconsists of olving the quation 
k(O+)u(t)+Au(t)~k(O+)+G(u)(t)-j (u(t-s)-x)dk(s). 
COJI 
This can be done by means of iterations si ce (I + AA) - ’ is nonexpansive 
when A> 0 if A is m-accretive. Therefore we will not consider it here. 
In the case when k $ 0 and possibly y = 0, one must rewrite Eq. (1.1) 
slightly in order to see how the results obtained below are related to
previous ones. For this purpose, suppose that 
where /I is some locally finite measure. Then one can easily show, using, 
e.g., Proposition 1 below, that Eq. (1.1) isequivalent to the quation 
uw+[ A(u(t-s))dao(s)3fo(t), tER+ (1.2) 
COJI 
where the measure a is defined tobe the solution of Eq. (3.1) below, the 
measure a0 is given as the solution of 
ao(i34 m-[ j 4 LO, t-3 - ~1) 83~) kds) 
co,r1 ro,r- sl 
= a(CO, tl), te[W+ 
and f. is defined by
+ 1+ ( J Co,r, B( CO, t- $1) da,(s) > x7 tER+. 
For similar transformations, see, e.g., [ 12, Proposition 1; 16, Lemma 2.11, 
and note specially thatif ao( [0, t]) =J:, a(s) ds where a(O) = 1 and u’(t) is 
of bounded variation, thenEq. (1.2) isequivalent to having y = 1 and k = 0 
in (1.1). 
In [ 163, the quation studied isof the form (1.2) and one can see from 
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[ 16, Lemma 2.11 that he results of this paper actually extend those in 
[ 161. But observe that he main point of this paper is not that one can find 
some example of an equation fthe form (1 .l )that has not been suc- 
cessfully analyzed arlier (such examples are quite complicated), but that 
the natural way to study equations of this form is to look at Eq. (1.1) 
where it is easy to formulate ppropriate conditions n the kernel. (This is 
not the case for Eq. (1.2).) Furthermore, we give a new method for the 
proofs that is simpler and that does not depend in an essential way on 
results for evolution equations. In fact, we obtain the existence of a
generalized solution of an evolution equation asa special case. However, 
the general scheme of our proof is inspired and strongly influenced by 
earlier fundamental work on this subject by Crandall and Liggett, see[111, 
and Crandall and Evans, see [lo]. In particular, although t e scheme of 
approximating (1.1) isnew, the spirit of he proof leans heavily on previous 
work by these and other authors. Note also that it is a consequence of 
Corollary 2 below that he generalized solutions found in, e.g., [ 11, 12, 163 
are the same as ones found in the corresponding cases here. 
In the case when X is aHilbert space, one can of course apply the results 
of this paper, but there are also ther approaches that can be used (for 
example, inthe case when the nonlinearity is a subdifferential). In the 
Hilbert space setting the equation that has been studied is(1.2) and for 
some results onecan refer to, e.g., [ 1, 2, 6, 14, 15, 19, 20, 231. For results 
on nonconvolution Volterra equations, see, e.g., [21]. 
The asymptotic behaviour of solutions f Volterra equations i  Hilbert 
or Banach spaces i considered in,e.g., [3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 18, 221. Finally, we 
remark that in [S] the xistence of a solution n acone is also considered, 
cf. Corollary 3 below. 
It is also bvious that one could use a different s t ofassumptions  the 
perturbation ermG than the ones used here. Note that if A is not accretive 
but A + ol is m-accretive for some o > 0, then we can replace A by A + 01 
and G(u) by G(u) -t oz.4 and apply the theorems below. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We denote the norm in the real Banach space X by /I. /. Our basic 
assumption about he operator A is that it should be accretive in X,i.e., if 
ur, u,ED(A) (the domain of A) and w~EA(u,), i= 1,2 (or wi=A(u,), but 
we allow A to be multivalued), then 
Il~,-~*ll~ll~l-~*+~~~~-~~~ll, 1> 0. 
We say that A is m-accretive if A is accretive and R(I+ 1A) = X, R > 0, i.e., 
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for every e X there xists u ED(A), wE A(u) so that u+ Iw = y. If we 
define JAby J,(y) = u, then we see that A is m-accretive if andonly if J2 is a
nonexpansive op rator defined onX. We denote by &A) the set {u E XI 
SUP~,~ llAlull coo} where A,=lpl(Z-J,). We have D(A)c&A)c 
cl(l)(A)) (closure of D(A)), and if X is not reflexive, th nit is possible that 
&A) #D(A). 
Next we define the operator L. 
DEFINITION 1. L(u)(t)=d/dt(yu(r)+jf,k(r-s)u(s)ds), when UED(L) = 
{ w E L:,,( I4+; X) 1 the function: t -+ yw( t) +16 k( t- S) w(s) ds is locally 
absolutely continuous anddifferentiable a.e. on R+ and takes the value 0
at t=O}. 
We will first consider a simpler variant ofEq. (1.1) where the right-hand 
side is independent of u, i.e., the quation 
Ltd.) -x)(t) + Atutt)) gf(t), tER+. (2.1) 
In the approximate equation that we consider, we replace L by L, = 
L(Z+ AL)- ‘, A> 0, i.e., we have the quation 
L,(u,(.)-x)(t)+A(u,(t))3f(t), a.e. teR+. (2.2) 
We need the following results about L~ ’ and LA. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that 
y > 0 and k E L,‘,,( [w +;[w) is nonnegative and nonincreasing with 
k(O+)= +co ify=O. (2.3) 
Then L-’ and LA = L(Z+ IL)-‘: L:,,([w+; X)  L:,,([w+; X) are given by 
L-‘(u)(t)=\ u(t-s) dcl(s), 
COJI 
(2.4) 
Ott -s) dp,(s) 
where aand pn, ;1> 0, are locally finite, nonnegative, continuous measures on 
IF?+ such that p,(lw+) < 1 and if y > 0 then there xists a function 
a E LEC(R+) such that a( [0, t]) =16 a(s) ds, where 0< a(t) < l/y. 
We have the following notion of a strong solution of Eq. (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2. A function U: R+ -+ X is a strong solution of Eq. (2.1) if
u( .) -x E D(L) and there exists a function w E L:,,(Iw +; X) such that w(t) E
A(u(t)) a.e. t20 and L(u(.)-x)(t)+w(t)=f(t), a.e. teR+. 
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The corresponding notion of a strong solution of Eq. (2.2) isdefined in a
similar manner. We say that a sequence of functions converge in
Lp,,(R+; X) if the restrictions of these functions to [0, 7J converge in
LP(O, T, X) for each T> 0. The following theorem is the key to all our 
other results. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a real Banach space and assume that (2.3) holds 
and that 
A is m-accretive n X, (2.5) 
x E W(A 11, Q-6) 
f4,,(~+; J-1. (2.7) 
Then Eq. (2.2) has a unique solution u1E L:,,( R’+; X), for every i> 0, that 
can be found through an iteration procedure and there xists a function 
u E L&,(R+; X), denoted by u = F(x, f), such that u1 -+ u in L,‘,,,(R+; X) as
A-+0+. Zfy>O, then UEC(R+;X) and ifin additionfELgc(R+; X),then 
ul+u in LEc(R+;X) as 1+0+. Moreover, if Eq. (2.1) has a strong 
solution, then u is equal to this olution (a.e.). 
The limit function u = F(x, f) that exists according to Theorem 1will be 
called the generalized solution of Eq. (2.1). Some properties of this solution 
are given below. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1hold with x replaced 
by x1 or x2 andf by f, or f2. Then 
IIF(xl,fi)(t)-F(XZ,f2)(t)ll 
6 11x1- 41+ s, Co,, Ilfi(t-s)-fdt-s)lI ds)> 
rf 
x&(A) 
and 
f~BJ',,,@+;W 
then F(x, f) E BV,,,(R+; X), F(x, f)(0+ )=x, and 
VWQ,f); CO, tl) 
a.e. tER+. (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Q4CQ tl)(llf(~+)ll +SUP IIAi(x)ll) 
2 > 0 
+I var(f; CO, t- ~1) d+), teIW+ (2.11) CWI 
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and when y > 0, 
IIFk f)(t + h) -4x, fNt)ll 
~h~~lW(O+)II +sup IIA>.(x)ll 
A>0 
+var(f; LO, t+hl)), ttzR+, h>O. (2.12) 
The statement F(x, ~)EBV,,,(R+; X) should be interpreted as saying 
that F(x, f) is a.e. equal to a function of locally bounded variation. 
We have the following result on the existence of strong solution of
Eq. (2.1). 
THEOREM 2. Let (2.9), (2.10), and the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold 
and in the case when y > 0, assume that X is rejlexive. Th nF(x, f) is a 
strong solution of Eq. (2.1). 
Now we return tothe original equation (1.1). 
DEFINITION 3. A function u E L:,,(lR+; X) is a generalized solution of 
Eq. (1.1) ifU= F(x, G(U)) and u is a strong solution of Eq. (1.1) ifit is a 
strong solution of Eq. (2.1) when f = G(u). 
The assumptions we have to make on the perturbation ermG in order 
to establish the xistence of a solution of (1.1) are quite reasonable as can 
be seen from the next result. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold and let 
q~ L,&(R+; R+) be given. Assume that G is defined on L,&(lR+; cl(D(A))) 
when y = 0 and on C(R+; cl(D(A))) when y > 0, with range in L,J,,(R+; X), 
so that 
IlG(v,) - G(vz)ll Lyo,r;xj 
G s ; rl(s) II 01- 02 II uqo,s;xj 4 tE iw+, (2.13) 
where p(y) = 1 if y = 0 and p(y) = co if y > 0. Then there exists a unique 
generalized solution of Eq. (1.1). 
If we want to have a strong solution of Eq. (1.1 ),then we must make 
some further assumptions. 
THEOREM 4. Let (2.9) and the assumptions of Theorem 3 hold. Assume 
that X is rejlexive when y > 0 and that G(u) EBV,,,(R +;X) provided that v
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belongs tothe domain of G and is of locally bounded variation on R+ and 
that for some q5~ C(W’; R+) 
var(G(v); K4 tl) <d( Ilull L~~y)(o.l) + II@+ III 1
x (1 + var(u; CO, tl)h tell!+ (2.14) 
IIG(v)(O+ )II ~d9(IlW+ NJ
where p(y) = 1 if y = 0 and p(y) = co if y > 0. Then there exists a unique 
strong solution of Eq. (1.1). 
Next we study how the generalized solution u of Eq. (1.1) depends onthe 
data y, k, A, x, and G. 
THEOREM 5. Let the assumptions f Theorem 3 hold and let the 
corresponding hypotheses hold for yn, k,, A,,, x,, and G, for n = 1, 2,... but 
so that he domain of G, is L&&R+; X) if y, = 0 and C(lR +; X) if y,, > 0 and 
the function n appearing  (2.13) isindependent of .Assume that 
y,-,y,k,~kinL:,,([W+;[W) as n-+co, (2.15) 
(Z+lA.)-‘v-+(Z+1A)-‘v as n+oOforeachvEXand,I>O, 
(2.16) 
X” + x as n-co, (2.17) 
G,(u) --* G(u) in L:,,(R+; X) as n + 00 for each vin the domain of G. 
(2.18) 
Then the generalized solution of Eq. (1.1) where y, k, A, x, and G have been 
replaced by y,, k,, A,,, x,, and G, converges towards the generalized solution 
of (1.1) inL,‘,,(R’;X) zfy=O, and in L,zc(R+;X) if y>O. 
We have the following mmediate application of Theorem 5. Recall that 
A, = I-‘(Z- JJ. Since A, is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 
2/A. wesee that one can easily find astrong solution of Eq. (1.1) inthe case 
when A is replaced by AA. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the assumptions f Theorem 3 hold and for each 
A>O, let vj, be the solution of the quation 
L(v,(.) -x (t) + A,(v,(t)) = G(J,(v,))(t), a.e. tE R+. 
Then v1 converges as 2+ 0 + towards the generalized solution of Eq. (1.1) in
L:,,,(R+;X) ify=O and in LgJR+;X) ify>O. 
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Finally, we observe that we can replace the Banach space by a closed 
cone. 
COROLLARY 3. Theorem 3remains true if X is throughout taken to be a 
closed cone of a Banach space Y and Jn is assumed to be a nonexpansive 
mapping: X + X, for each 1> 0. 
3. PROOFS OF PROPOSITION 1,THEOREM 1, AND COROLLARY 1 
The measures tland pA, A> 0, that appear in Proposition 1 must clearly 
be the solutions f the quations 
ya([O,t])+j’k(t-s)a([O,s])ds=t, t 2 0, (3.1) 
0 
and 
~~,(CO,fI)+~~oil~~(CO~f-~I)d~I(S)=~(IO~tI)~ ta0. (3.2) 
The fact that hese two equations have unique solutions with the asserted 
properties follows from [9, Proposition 2.1,Theorem 2.23 in the case y> 0 
and from the proof of [ 17, Theorem 1] in the case y= 0, see [ 17, Eqs. 
(2.9), (2.10)]. This completes theproof of Proposition 1. 
We proceed tothe proof of Theorem 1and we define 
k,(t)=Jp’(l -P~(CO, Al)), t 2 0. (3.3) 
We need the following result concerning thebehaviour ofk, as A-+ 0+ 
(exp(-t/(Ay))=O if y ): 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that (2.3) holds. Then 
k,(t)-C’exp(-t/(ly))+k(t) in L:,,( R +; X) as 1 -+ 0 + 
ProoJ It follows from (3.1)-(3.3) that he Laplace-Stieltjes transform f 
pn and the Laplace transform f k, are given by 
P;(Z)= (lz(y+k^(z))+ 1)-i, 
k; (~1 = (Y + k^(z)) P;(~1, Rez>O 
(3.4) 
and we also conclude that 
Gina-A-‘(z+(ly)-‘)-‘=k^(z)p;(z)((yAz+l))’-1). 
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Thus we see that 
k,(t) -2-l ev( - t/(h)) 
= s k(t-s) dP>(S) if 1=0, t>O. co,r1 
It is a consequence of Proposition 1, (3.1), and (3.2) that 
l>P,(N ~1)24CO, tlNJ+dCO, tl))r’>O, t>O, (3.6) 
and therefore we can obtain the assertion of Lemma 1 from (3.5). 
By Proposition 1 and the definitions of Ji,and k, we see that Eq. (2.2) is
equivalent to the quation 
Since Jj, is nonexpansive andp,({O})=O it follows that for each T>O 
some iterate of the mapping defined bythe right-hand si e of (3.7) isa 
strict contraction and then one sees from the Banach fixed-point theorem 
that Eq. (3.7) has a unique solution uA ELii,,,(R+; X). Let us denote this 
solution by F(A, x, f). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the assumptions f Theorem 1hold with x replaced byx, 
and x2 and f replaced byf, and f2. Then for every A> 0 
llF(4 x,,f,)(t)-W x2,f2)(t)ll 
6 11x1 - xzll + 2 Ilf1(t) -f2(t)ll 
+jLo,r, IIfi(t-s)-fi(t--s)ll da(s), a.e. t>O. 
ProoJ: It follows from Eq. (3.7) and the fact that J, is nonexpansive and 
k, and pA nonnegative that 
IIF(A XI 3 f1Mt) - F(A x2, f2Nt)ll 
G 2 IIf, -fittIll + nk,(t) llxl -x211 
+ 
s IV’-% XI, fi)(t - s) - F(A, x2, fz)(t - s)ll &i(s), CWI 
a.e. t> 0. 
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If we take the convolution of both sides of this equation with the measure 
a, use (3.2), (3.3), and the inequality above once more, then we obtain the 
assertion of Lemma 3.2. 
We proceed tostudy the regularity of he solutions F(A, x, f). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (2.10) and the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
F( A, x, f) E BV,,,( [w+ ; X) and 
var(F(A x, f); [fl, 4)
G~var(f; Ctl, bl)+ j var(f; [max(O, t - s), t, -s]) da(s) 
C%Ol 
+a(Ctl, hl)(IIf(O+)II + II~AxNl)3 o<t,<t,<oo, 
and 
Ilfv, x fW+ )-XII d4IIf(o+ III + IIA,?(x)ll). 
Proof: From (2.5), (3.3) (3.7) and Proposition 1 we have for each t3 0 
and h>O 
IbAt +h) - u,(t)11 
<A llf(t+h)-S(t)ll + j Ilu,(t+h-S)--Ul(t-S)II dp,(s  
C%rl 
+ 
s 
llu,(t+h--s)--xl1 &,(s). 
C&r + hl 
If we “solve” Ilu,(t + h) - ul(t)ll from this inequality (i.e., usethe same 
argument that was used in the proof of Lemma 3.2) then we get 
llui(t+h)-u,(t)ll~~q(~,t,h)+~~o,,q(~,t-~,h)da(~) (3.8) 
where 
q(At,h)= IIf(t+h)-f(t)11 +A-’ j lb,(t+h-s)-XII dp,(s). 
Ct,r+hl 
Since pA is nonnegative, we have 
q(A t, h) <var(f, [t, t+ h]) +pA((t,  + h]) sup A-’ \\ui(t) -xl/. (3.9) 
r=s(O.h) 
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By (2.5), (3.3), and (3.7) wesee that 
IluAt) -JAx)ll G 2II f(t)11 + jEO ,, IIuAt -3) -XII &,I@), t>,O 
and since x - Jl(x) = AA,(x) it follows from the same argument that was 
used above in deriving (3.8) that 
IluAt) - XII G4 II f(t)11 + II~Ax)ll I+ ILO II f(f -s)ll de) 
.I 
,
+ II~Ax)ll dC0, tlh t 3 0. (3.10) 
If we add up terms of the form IIuA( t + h) - u,(t)11 fornonoverlapping inter- 
vals (t, t+ h), then astraightforward calculation where we use (3.8)-(3.10) 
and the facts hat a({O})=O by Proposition 1 a d that ApA([tl, 2]) + 
jCo,,2, PI([max{O, t, -s}, t2-~])da(s)=cc([t,, tJ) by (3.2) gives the claim 
of Lemma 3.3. 
Before w can establish the convergence of F(A, x, f) we must prove an 
easy lemma that will be needed later on. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that bE L,‘,,,( R+; R) and u E BV,,,( R +; X). Then the 
function t -+ j;1 b(t - s) u(s) ds is locally absolutely continuous and differen- 
tiable a.e. on R +. Moreover 
T 
jli j 
djdt ‘b(t-s)l;(s)ds 
0 0 
6 s T lb(t)1 dt(llv(O+))l +var(v; [O, T])). (3.11) 0 
Zf v,,EBV,,,([W~;X) is such that supnzl var(u,; [0, T])<cxJ, T>O, and 
v, + v in L,‘,,( [w +; X), then 
d/dtj-fb(t-s)v,,(.r)ds+d/dtj’b(t-s)c(s)ds 
0 0 
in L,‘,,(R+;X) as n-t oo. (3.12) 
Proof: Let us for amoment assume that he function sb b(t - s) v(s) ds 
is differentiable a.e. Then it follows from Fatou’s lemma that 
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+h-’ 
5 
‘b(s)(v(t+h-s)-v(t-s))ds 
0 
+h-’ jo’Ilu(t+h)-~(t)ll d  joTb(t)dt. 
> 
Thus we obtain (3.11) since 1: llu(t + h) - u(t)// dt6 h var(v; [0, T+ h]). 
Next, let {6,,,};=, be a sequence offunctions i  C’(R+; W) such that 
b, + b in L~,,(lR +; X) as m -+ co. Now it is easy to see that he function 
St, b,( t- s) u(s) ds is locally absolutely continuous anddifferentiable a.e. 
with d/dt j:, b,( t- s) u(s) ds = b,(O) u(t) + J;, bh( t- s) u(s) ds. 
From (3.11) we conclude that d/dt J; b,( t- s) u(s) ds converges in
L:,,(R +; X) towards some function w EL,‘,,,( lR+; X). Since it is also clear 
that sh b,( t- s) u(s) ds + j& b( t - s) u(s) ds in L,$( R+ ; X) we have 
/j,$f; s) u(s) ds = so fw(s) ds, t 20, and this gives the first part of the 
To obtain (3.12) weobserve that by the assumption and(3.11) wehave 
d/dt j:, b,( t- s) u,(s) ds + d/dt j& b( t - s) u,(s) ds in L:,,,(R +; X) as m -+ co 
uniformly with respect ton (note that since u, + u we also have 
supnro IJv,(O+ )I1 < a). As on the other hand it follows immediately from 
our assumption concerning u, and from the definition of b, that d/dt 
St, b,(t - s) u,(s) ds + d/dt jh b,(t -s) u(s) ds in L:,,(R+; A’) as n -+ cc for 
each m 3 1, we can easily deduce that (3.12) holds. 
Next we are going to establish theconvergence of F(I, X, f) under the 
more restrictive assumptions (2.9) and (2.10). First weconsider the asier 
case y=O, k(O+)= +oo. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (2.9), (2.10), andthe assumptions ofTheorem 1hold 
with y= 0. Then lim, +o+ F(I1, x f) ‘Zf F(x, f) exists inL:,,(R +; X). 
Proof If we replace ,I by ,U in (2.2), then we can by Proposition 1 and 
(3.3) rewrite this equation as
Ar’u,(t)-2-l s u,(t -s)&,@I kl(t) x + 4uJt)) [WI 
3f(t)+p(Ap, t), a.e. t>O 
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where 
p(l.,p,r)=d/dtj’(k,(t-s)-k,(f-s))(u,(s)-x)ds (3.13) 
0 
and therefore uP satisfies th  quation 
u,(t)=4 ?f(t)+;ik,(l)x+j.Io~,u,(,-s)d~;(s)+ip(l.~,~)). 
( 
Since JA is nonexpansive andpn is nonnegative, thisequation combined 
with (3.8) yields 
IbAt) - u,Wll d ILO,, Ilu,(t - s)-u,u - s)ll h,(s) 
+ 1 IIP(A I4t)ll 
and now the same argument that was used in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 gives 
lb,(t) - y&)ll = 2 III44 CL, t)ll + j IMA PL, t -s)ll MS). 
COJI 
The assertion of Lemma 3.5 now follows because p(l, u, .)--f 0 in 
L:,,(R+,X) as A,p+O by (2.9), (2.10) (3.13) and Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 
3.4. 
Now we proceed tothe harder case when y > 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (2.9), (2.10), and the assumptions f Theorem 1 hold 
with y> 0. Then lim, +o+ F(l, x, f) = def F(x, f) exists inL,;=([w +; X) and 
F(x,f)EC(R+;X). 
Proof: We may without loss of generality assume that y= 1, because w
can replace the operators L and A by y - ‘L and y ~ ‘A, respectively, and 
change f to y - ‘JI 
We define for each 1> 0 
h,(t)= -d/dtj’(k,(t-s)-l-‘exp(-(t-s)/i.) 
0 
-k(t-s))(u,(s)-x)ds, t 2 0. (3.14) 
Equation (2.2) will then take the form 
1-l u,(t)-x-AP2Jiexp(-(t-s)/A)(u,(s)-x)ds 
( 
+A(u,(t)) 
> 
l f(t)+h,(t)-j;k(t-s)@,(s)-x)ds. 
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If we apply [10, Lemma 1.71 to this equation, then we get for II, p > 0 
Ilu,(t) - u,(s)ll 
6p(A+p)-l u,(s)-x-iP’jiexp(-(t-r)/A)(u,(r)-x)dr 
II /I 
+i(A+p)-l 
II 
u&)-x-p-’ .I ~expi-(s-7)/~)(~,,(7)--X)d7 
where 
d-4 ,h f, s) =
[ 
u,(t) - u,(s), f-(f) -f(s) + h,(t) -h,(s) 
-d/dt@-t)(q(7)-x)d(7) 
+d/ds :k(s-,,(,,,(7)-x)d(,)] 
s 
. (3.16) 
+ 
Here we have defined 
[u, WI+ =~~fy’(llt’+lwll - Ibll). 
Let T> 0 be arbitrary ndfixed. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that for each 
E > 0 there exists an even continuously differentiable function o on R! and a 
number II, = AO(s) > 0 such that w is nondecreasing on R + and 
40) <E? Iludt) - XII 6w(t)/2,2 E (0, A,), t E[O, T]. (3.17) 
Define 
AA /A 6 s) = Ilun(t) - %l(s)ll - o(t -s). (3.18) 
Thus it follows from (3.17) that 
Y(4 p, f, s) G 0 when f=O,sE[O,T]or 
s = 0, t E [O, T], 1, p E (0, no). (3.19) 
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From the inequality (3.15) wecan deduce that 
A-‘d/dt ‘exp(-(t-~)/l)y(l,~,~,s)d~ 
s 0 
+p--d/ds ’ 
j exp( -(s - z)/P) ,144 P, f, t) dz 0 
(3.20) 
where 
4(& I.4 4 s)= 44 p, t, s) + A-’ exp( -t/A) /Iup -xl] 
+pL-l exp( --s/i4 Ildt) -41 
-l-‘~rexp(-r/i.)w’(l-s-r)d~ 
0 
+~-‘J’iexp(-*/~)o’(r-s+r)dz. 
0 
(3.21) 
(In deriving this inequality we also used the fact hat o is nonnegative.) 
From the inequality (3.20) itis possible to lind an upper bound for 
y(;l, CL, t, s) of the form 
Y(A PL, t, 3) 6 h4~ + pL)-’ 4(4 PL, t, $1 
7,s - 4) @, P, 7, 4) 4 & 
S, tE co, TI, 4 P E (0, lo) (3.22) 
where 
H(I, flu, t, s) = A’(1 +j.ip2 exp( -s/(A +P)) 
+ $(A+ P)-* exP( -f/(2 + P)) 
+ (2 +p)-3(A2(s/t)“2 +p’(t/s)“‘) 
x exp( -(3 +f)l(J + ~1) 11(2(ts)“‘l(~ + PL)) 
+ 2l.~(A. + P)-~ exp( -(s + t)/(A + ,u)) 
x Mw4”2/(~ + P)), t, s> 0. (3.23) 
Here IO and I1 are the modified Bessel functions f order 0and 1, respec- 
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tively, andin order to establish (3.22) itsuffices in view of (3.19) and (3.20) 
to observe that H is nonnegative andto show that 
(z,/(~z,+ l) z2//(wz + W’ 
= A,u(r? + /i-l+ jom jam e-=l’~*zsH(A., ,u, t, s) dsdt, 
Re zi > 0, Re z2 > 0, 
and this can be done with the aid of some straightforward powerseries 
expansions. 
Next we will show that here xists a continuous function II/ with 
r&O)=0 and 
lim sup 
I,y * 0 s 
min( T,T+ r} 
q(4 P, 7, T- t) dr d tilt) 
max{O,r} 
uniformly on (- T, T). (3.24) 
Now Co, WI+ d IIwII, Co, wI + w21+ < [u, wi], + [uiw,]+, and 
[u,cu]+ =c lIwI1, CER. If we define k,by k,(t)=min{m,k(t)}, t>O, and 
invoke (2.3), Lemma 3.3, (3.11) and (3.17), then we get, if, e.g., t>O, 
i 
min{ T,T+ 1) 
max(O,r} 
uA(z) - U,(T - t), -d/dT j' k(r - Mui(5) -xl 4 
0 
+d/dz ‘-’ I 4--4)(u,(5)--+5 dT 0 1 +
T Q lim 
?‘[ 
Up - U,(T - t), -k,(O)(u,(~) - u,(T - t)) m+cc I 
s 
r--I 
- (UAT -5) - U,(T - t- 5)) dk,(t) 
0 
onjtT( - fj;-’ UT - t - 5) IluAt + ) -ui.(5)11 45) 
’ - s Ilu,(z - 5)-XII &,d5) d7 T-, > 
do(T) s’ (k(r - t) -k(T)) dz. 
f 
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When t < 0 we get asimilar result and therefore it follows from (3.16) that 
s 
mini T,T+ r) 
r(l, p, 7, z - t) dz 
max(O,r} 
+ j= IlhA~)ll dT + oT llW)ll dz
0 
I 
mini T,T+ r) 
+4T) Ik(z) - k(~ - t)l dz, t~(-T, T). 
max(O,t} 
This inequality shows, because lim ,t+o+ joT Ilhdt)ll dT =O by (2.91, (2.1Oh 
(3.11), (3.14), andLemmas 3.1 and 3.3, that (3.24) holds with qreplaced by 
r. Now it is straightforward, using Proposition 1, (3.10), and (3.21) to 
show that (3.24) holds. 
From the Laplace transform f H we conclude, since H is nonnegative, 
that 
lim sup !.I H(l, p, t, s) ds dt = 0. (3.25) 6 - 0 Adi E (w.0) mm{r,s}<6 max( t,s} < T
It follows from (3.23) and well-known asymptotic expansions f Z, and I, 
that here exist positive constants c, and c2 such that for each 6> 0, there 
exists a number A(s) >0 such that 
H(~,~,~,s)~~,(~+~L)-~‘~exp(-c,(~-s)~/(~+~)), 
6 < t, s< T, I, p E (0, i(s)). (3.26) 
Integrating bothsides of the inequality (3.22) weget 
j= ~(2, ~1. t,t) dt <MA + PI-' j* q(A PL, tt) dl 
0 0 
+ joT joT WA /A 6 s) 
I 
min{T,T+t--s} 
X q(1, p, 7, z - t + s) dz ds dt 
max(O,t-s] 
and therefore it follows from (3.17) (3.18), and(3.24)-(3.26) that 
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Since E and T were arbitrary we see that F(A, x,f) + F(x, f) in 
L,‘,,(R+; X). We obtain convergence in Lz~([W +;X) and continuity of the 
limit function by invoking the quicontinuity of thefunctions F(A, x, f) in 
the limit as ;1+ 0 that follows from Proposition 1 a d Lemma 3.3. This 
completes heproof of Lemma 3.6. 
Now it follows from the Lemmas 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6 that F(A, x,f) con- 
verges towards F(x, f) in L,‘,,,(R+; x) also in the case when only (2.6) and 
(2.7) (and not necessarily (2.9) and (2.10)) hold. It is also clear that if y> 0 
then the limit function F(x, f) is continuous andiffE Lzc(R+; X) then the 
convergence is uniform oncompact intervals. 
Thus it remains inthe proof of Theorem 1to consider the case when 
there xists a strong solution v of Eq. (2.1). Then the function u also 
satisfies th  quation 
or equivalently, v = F(1, x, f + L,(v(.) - x) - L(v(.) -x)). Therefore w
conclude from Lemma 3.2 that 
Ilv(f) - F(l, x> f)(f)11 G  II gdt)ll + jco r3 llgi.(f - s)ll dcr(s) (3.27) 
where gA(t) = L,(u(.) - x)(t) - L(v(.) -x)(r). But now it follows from 
Definition 1, Proposition 1, (3.3), and (3.4) that 
It is a consequence of (3.6) and the facts that pi, is nonnegative and
L(v(.) - x) E L,‘,,(R’; X) that g, -+ 0 in L,‘,,(lR+; X) as A+ O+. 
Hence it follows from (3.27) as we pass to the limit A. -0 that 
v = F(x, f). This completes heproof of Theorem 1. 
The assertions of Corollary 1 are direct onsequences of Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.3 and the convergence F(A, x, f) --f F(x, f) as A -+ 0 + . 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We use the notation u1 =F(A, x, f) and u = F(x, f) and first weconsider 
the case when y = 0. If we define the function wA by 
WA(f) = -LAUn(‘) -x)(t) +.f(t)3 t>O (4.1) 
then w,(t)~A(~,(t)), a.e. t>0 by Proposition 1, Eq. (3.7), and the 
definition of J,. Now we recall the definition of L,see Proposition 1 and 
(3.3), and then we use Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 to show that 
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Li(UJ.) - x) - L(u,(*) -x -+ 0 as i + 0+ in L/,,(Iw +; X) and then Lem- 
mas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 to show that L(u,(.) - x) -+ L(u(.) - x) in L,‘,,([Wf; X) 
as I -+ 0 +. In other words we have from (4.1) 
wi. + --L(IF(x~ fN o )-xl +f in L:,,,(Iw+;X) as l--+0+. (4.2) 
It is straightforward to p ove that he operator A can be extended to
an m-accretive operator on L’(0, T, X) for each T> 0, and since itis closed 
on L’(0, T;X) it follows from (4.2) and Theorem 1 that 
-L(F(x, f)(.) - x)(t) +f(t) EA(F(x, f)(t)), a.e. t~0. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2in the case y= 0. 
Assume that y> 0. Again we may without loss of generality assume that 
y = 1 and recall that in this case a([O, t]) =jb a(s) ds with 0 <a(t) 6 1, 
t > 0. By almost exactly the same argument that was used above to derive 
(4.2) wecan now deduce that 
d/dt[‘(k,(t-s)-lM’exp(-(t-s)/l))(u,(s)-x)ds 
0 
+d/dt ‘k(t-s)@(s)-x)ds 
I 0 
in &i,,(Iw+;X) as J-+0+. (4.3) 
Recall the definition [u, w]+ =infl,,IP1(llu+Wl - l/u/l). Fix uo, W,EX 
such that w. E A(u,). Let 
h,(t)=f(t)-d/dt~~(k,(t-s)-i-‘exp(-(t-s)/l))(u,(s)-x)ds 
- I-’ exp( -t/2)(x - II,), a.e. t> 0, (4.4) 
h(t)=f(t)-d/dtJ;:k(t-s)@(s)-x)ds, a.e. t> 0. 
It follows from (2.2) (4.4) the accretivity of A,and the facts that 
Co, w1 + 4 + d Co, w,l+ + Cu, WI+, Cu, WI + d Ilwll, andCu, cul+ = c II4 
that 06 [u,dt) - uo, h,(t) - w,] +-1-l lb,(t) - uoll + 
Ad2 j& exp( -(t - s)/n) PIUS - uJ/ ds, a.e. tB 0. Let 0 < t <s < 00 be 
arbitrary ndintegrate both sides of this inequality over [t, s], This yields 
1-l I” exp( -(S -7)/i) Iluj.(Z) - ~011 dT 
0 
-Apl~~exp(-(t-r)/~) Ilul(z)-uol~ dz 
< s ,’ [ul(z) - uo, h,(z) - wolf dz. 
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If we now use Lemma 3.6, (4.3), (4.4), and the fact hat [., .] + is upper 
semicontinuous, then weget as A -+ 0 + 
II+--oil - M+-u,lI~j~~ Cu(~)-q,, h(r)- wJ+ dz. (4.5) 
By (2.9), (2.10), and(2.12), u is Lipschitz continuous andhence differen- 
tiable a.e. as X is assumed to be reflexive. Th refore U(S) = u(t) + 
(s -t) u’(t) + o(s - t) as s + t + for a.e. t. Hence we conclude ifwe divide 
both sides of the inequality in (4.5) byS- t that 
[u(t) - uo, u’(t)1 + d [u(f) - 00, h(t) - wol+ a.e. t> 0. 
From this inequality we see that 
06 [u(t)-uO,h(t)-wO-U’(t)+U’(t)]+ - [u(t)-uo, u’(t)]+ 
6 [u(t) - 00, h(t) - wo - u’(t)] + a.e. t> 0. 
Since u. and w. are arbitrary with WOE A(u,) and the m-accretivity of A 
also implies that A is maximal accretive we deduce that -u’(t) + h(t) E 
A(u(t)), a.e. t 30, and in view of the definition (4.4) this is exactly what we 
wanted to prove. Thus the proof of Theorem 2is completed. 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3,4, AND 5 
AND COROLLARIES 2AND 3 
The proofs ofTheorem 3and 4 are almost exact copies ofthe proofs of
[12, Theorems 1 and 23, and rely on the use of the Banach fixed-point 
theorem combined with the results of Corollary 1. The fact that we employ 
L’-norms at some places does not cause any difliculties (cf. also the 
argument below). 
Next we consider Theorem 5and we denote the generalized solution of 
Eq. (2.1) that exists byTheorem 1by F(y, k, A, X, f). First we prove the 
following auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 and (2.7) hold. Then 
Fb,, k,, A,,, x , f) -+ F(Y, k A, x,f) in LPd,Y)(R+;X)asn-+cc 
wherep(y)= 1 ify=O andp(y)= cc ify>O. 
ProoJ: First we observe that it follows from (2.3) and (3.1) that 
(a,( CO, tl) = St, a (s) 4 if Y, >0) 
a,(t) < r; ‘, G(C~--Z, ~l)<k,(~)pl, 06T<co, (5.1) 
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and since (2.15) holds, wecan by (2.8) without loss of generality assume 
that (2.10) (and not only (2.7)) holds true. It follows from (2.6), (2.8), 
(2.15), and(2.16) that it suffices to establish Lemma 5.1 in the case when 
we have replaced x, and x by (I+ @,))’ x and (I+ PA)-’ x, respectively, 
with p> 0. That is, we may assume that 
x,E@A,), XE&A), and sup sup IlA,,2(x,)jl < CO. 
n>l A>0 
(5.2) 
We claim that 
f’@, Y,,L A,, x,,.f)-64 Y,k A,, x,,.f)+O 
in Lpd,y)(!R+; X) as n -+ co uniformly with respect to II, (5.3) 
where F(l, y, k, A, x, f) is the solution of Eq. (2.2). This assertion ca be 
established using (2.10), (5.1) (5.2), Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, and almost 
exactly the same argument that was used in the proof of Lemma 3.5 
provided wecan show that 
in L:,,( R +; OX) as n + cc uniformly 
with respect to A> 0. (5.4) 
To prove this claim we observe that it follows from (3.4) that 
k,?,(Z)-ki’(z)= (Y,-Y+k,^(z)-kA(z)) P>.(z) Pn.>.(z) 
and therefore it follows from (2.15) and Proposition 1 that (5.4) holds and 
hence we also have (5.3). 
A straightforward argument where Eqs. (3.7) and (2.16) are used shows 
that 
F(4 Y, k Am x,, f) -+ f-(2, Y, k, A, x, f) 
in Lp,(,y)(lR+; X) asn-+co,A>O. (5.5) 
An inspection of the proofs of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 shows that he con- 
vergence F(J, y, k, A,, x,, S) + F(y, k, A,, x,, f) in L/$)(R+; X)is uniform 
with respect to n(here we use (5.2) again), and therefore we get he claim 
of the Lemma by combining (5.3) and (5.5) with this result. Thus the proof 
of Lemma 5.1 is completed. 
Let us define 
P,(u) = F(Y,, kmA,, x,, G,(u)), nal 
0~) = F(Y, k, A, x, G(u)) 
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for uin the domain of G,(u) and G(u), respectively. L t U, and u be the 
generalized solutions f Eq. (1.1) that we study, i.e., u =PJu,), n>, 1, 
u = P(U). First we assume that y= 0. Observe that we can always take 
p(y,) = 1 in (2.13) even if yn > 0 (but in the other direction we cannot go). 
Then we have from (2.8) and (2.13) for each T>O 
II% -4 L’(O,1;X) d IIPn(%) - K(4IL~(O,t;X) 
+ IIPn(u) - P(u)ll L’(O,r;X) 
G a,( CO, Tl) II Wd - G,(u)ll L (O,r;X) 
+ IIPn(u) - P(u)ll L’(O,T;X) 
<c ‘v(s) III u, - 4 Ll(o,r;x) ds 0 
+ IIP,(u) - ~(~)ll.~(o,T;x)~ t~[0, T],nZl 
where cis some constant since sup, a1 a,([O, T])< cc by (2.15) and (5.1). 
If we now apply Gronwall’s inequality, thenwe get 
lb& -ull L’(OAX) < llPn(u) - fYu)ll ~~(o,i:r)exp(c~~rl(s)d~), 
TV [0, T], n> 1. 
This inequality combined with Lemma 5.1 gives the desired conclusion 
since T > 0 was arbitrary. 
In the case y> 0 we observe that it follows from (2.15) that we must have 
yn > 0 for sufficiently largeII and then we can proceed, using the same 
argument as above (but now a,(t) < y;‘), to complete he proof of 
Theorem 5. 
Corollary 2 follows as adirect application of Theorem 5once we observe 
that JA(u) -+u as A-+ 0+ for each UE cl(D(A)) and (I+ PA&’ u --+ J,(u), 
as 11+0+ VEX, because (Z+ZA,)-’ u=.ZA+,(u)+A4,+,(u) and .ZA(x) 
(and therefore also A,(u)) is continuous in I when A > 0, see [ 11, 
Lemma 1.23. 
To prove Corollary 3 wehave only to observe that all the arguments of
Theorems 1 and 3 go through also in the case when JA is defined asa non- 
expansive mapping from aclosed cone into itself. 
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